Cloud based endpoint security management

KDDI Cloud Inventory
Centrally manage the growing number of devices on our Cloud!

- Availability across many device technologies

We can port this solution on to many devices such as the ubiquitous PCs ,Tablet and
Smartphones. Even VMware and Printers are candidates for deployment. Even ones that
are access remotely. You can access device status from a single console significantly
enhancing your inventory management’s transparency. Remote lock and data wipes are
also available on mobile devices during a remote crisis.

- Significant impact on workload

Automating IT asset security management enables the IT professional to greatly reduce
the tedious work of monitoring assets. Additionally, constant security risk evaluation
automation eases the administrator’s task of online monitoring of security breaches.

- Adaptability and scalability to support a broad range of
organizational structures

All Reliable and scalable internet connectivity is the only requirement to allow this service
to be ported in to your organization’s infrastructure regardless of size, location, and
mission.

Bypassing complex procedure and delivering result promptly!!

Ensuring customers' safety and reliable security for ICT business

What is KDDI Cloud Inventory?
Transparency to all type of devices in the company's IT assets

IT asset MGM

Small to large system

KDDI Cloud Inventory
Group MGM

Multi device MGM

MDM / MAM

iOS / Android / Windows tablets
PCs /smart phones over globe
PCs・smart devices・VMs・Printers / multifunction machines

Function list
HW/SW listing &Exporting License MGMT
IT asset MGM

Security MGM

Standalone PCs

Application Portal

Printer MGMT

Alert Mail

Lease/Rental MGMT

IT Asset Searching

Gathering Questionnaire

Advance seach

Group Privilege

Diagnosing Security

Antivirus SW

Vulnerability

INSTL Statuses Report

Application Launch Ctrl

NW access Ctrl

ISM Client Restarting

Detecting Config Deletion

Location Data Uploading

Forcible Windows Updating

Rooted/Jailbroken Findings

Apps Distribution

Apps Uninstallation

External Media Ctrl

URL Filtering

Remote Lock/Wipe
SD card Bluetooth Ctrl

Setting up Stringent Policy
Remote Ctrl
Optional

Remote Ctrl
Registry Distribution
User Operation Logs
HDD encryption

Now offering a 30-day Free Trial!
We will issue a trial account by request which is free of use within 30day’s and this account provides
same condition to its purchased account. This trial is available for the clients who are interested in
our excellent service, KDDI Cloud Inventory!
Online subscription

https://global.kddi.com/contact/detail/id=20

Contact

